RADIOACTIVE     ISOTOPES	309
PROPOSAL
There is now a question on many third party proposal forms
which usually reads:
Will  any radioactive substances be used?     If so, §pve
precise details.
Radioisotopes are in use in one form or another on many
premises and insurers ought to have full particulars. A third
party policy does not exclude liability in respect of the use of
radioisotopes, but a separate insurance is sometimes arranged,
for example, where the third party (general) indemnity is with
another insurer and for one reason or other a specific insurance
is required. Such an insurance usually relates to " all risks " and
third party liability, as below:
 (1)	All risks of accidental loss of or damage to the radio-
active substance and its container while it is being
installed, being used, or is in transit anywhere in Great
Britain,   Ireland,    Northern   Ireland,    the   Channel
Islands or the Isle of Man, including its replacement
in the event of a fire on the premises rendering the
substance or its container unusable during part of or
for the remainder of its active life.   This does not cover
loss or damage due to the action of light or atmo-
spheric conditions or other gradually operating cause.
 (2)	Liability (not arising under any contract or agreement
to indemnify) which may devolve upon the owner or
user of the material in respect of bodily injury to or
damage to the property of any person not being under
a contract of service or apprenticeship with the insured,
but   excluding   any   liability   which   is   compulsorily
insurable by reason of the Road Traffic Act, 1960, and
subject to the limit of indemnity chosen,
A copy of a typical proposal form is given below:
 1.	Name of Proposer in full
 2.	Address
 3.	Trade or Business (full description)
 4.	Full description of radioactive materials
The extent of the risk naturally varies according to the
type of radioactive materials used, for example, irridiinn,
cobalt 60. The half-life is important and particularly if
there are waste disposal problems.
5.	(a)   From   what   source   are
radioactive materials obtained?     (a)

